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milligramme. It is convenient to have the balance adjusted so that one .subdivision on the ivory scale traversed by the pointer corresponds to this quantity. The dift'erence in weight of the piece of alloy from 0-5 gramme, or "" 1,000," is noted down in parts per 10,000 as the ci weighing-in correction." The weighed piece is wrapped in pure lead foil together with the silver necessary for parting, and some copper unless it is present in the assay piece. The lead packets are put in order in the numbered compartments of the wooden tray shown at c, Fig. 219, p. 535, their position being noted on the assay paper. The corners of the packets are squeezed down so as to fit the cupels by pliers with concave rounded faces specially designed for the purpose, and the assays are then ready to be charged into the furnace.
It was formerly considered necessary for the metals to be present in the proportion of 1 of gold to 3 of silver, but, as early as the year 1627, Savot relates that the proportion of 1 to 2 was used, and strong acid employed in the boiling., u" quand on vent faire quelque essay curieux et exact." l Both Chaudet and Kandelhardt recommend the proportion of 1 to 21, on the ground that less silver is then retained by the cornet than in any other case. If much more than three parts of silver are present the gold, breaks up in the acid. .Pcttcnkofer 2 found that the proportion of 1 to 1-75 could be employed if the assays were boiled in concentrated nitric acid for some time. At the Royal Mint the proportion used was formerly 1 to 2-75, but is now 1 to 2^ (see also p. 542 in section on u Surcharge "). The test silver •should be assayed for gold, but the presence of a small quantity, say one part or loss in .100,000, does not matter if pieces of the same silver are used for '* proof " and ordinary assays.
The amount of lead used varies with the proportion of base metals present. For gold 1)00 (inc. and upwards, eight times its weight of lead is used at the Mint and answers very well, but the copper is .not completely removed in the course of cupellation. The following table shows the proportions recommended by D'ArceV* (Jumenge <fe Fuclis," and Kandelhardt5 respectively :~-
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